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Specifications
Board dimensions ������������������������������������� 1380 х 193 х 8 mm 

54 1/3 x 7 3/5 x 23/73 in
Floor area per pack ����������������������������������� 2,131 m2 

22 43/46 sq� ft
Number of boards per pack���������������������� 8 pcs
Pack weight ���������������������������������������������� 15 kg 

33 2/29 lb
Number of packs on pallet ����������������������� 60 pcs
Gross weight of pallet ������������������������������ 915 kg 

2017 5/22 lb
Application class ��������������������������������������� 32
Bevel ��������������������������������������������������������� No
Lock system ��������������������������������������������� UNICLIC
Surface structure ������������������������������������� T (Rustic)

Due to the technical features of the flooring the decor images in this catalog may vary slightly 
from the decor of the actual laminate flooring.



«Simplicity is genius»,
This is what we say about things that can easily change our lives for the better� We are used to hav-
ing refrigerators, running water and fountain pens, things that were innovations in their day, and which 
changed our daily lives. Today transforming your interior with laminate flooring can be as simple
as using a vacuum cleaner� Lighters, toothbrushes, cameras, these are all things, just like Floorpan lami-
nate, which have proven that change  for the better  can be found in simplicity�

To inspire you to make positive changes to your life, we offer you our special collections: a collection of 
stories about useful inventions, and the KASTAMONU Floorpan laminate flooring collection. We believe 
that living better  is easy and we are here to help you achieve this�
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Dry all round
Having got his jacket dirty with rubber when 
testing, the chemist Mackintosh’s attention was 
drawn to the waterproof properties of the fabric� 
This discovery enabled him to create the famous 
waterproof rubber mackintosh and rubber boots�
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Ontario Oak FP09
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Grey Oak FP11
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Vivienne Oak FP18
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Canyon Oak Grey FP19
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Pine Lagertha Light FP200
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Earl Oak  FP201
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Ontario Oak FP09

YELLOW 32 
CLASS 8 ММ

Grey Oak FP11 Vivienne Oak FP18

Canyon Oak Grey FP19 Pine Lagertha Light FP200 Earl Oak  FP201
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Non-slip flooring class Scratch-resistant laminate
Product packaging cannot be used 
for food products, including their 
storage

Certificate of the suitability of 
materials and products for use in 
construction on the territory of 
the Republic of Belarus

Award “100 Best Goods of the 
Russian Federation”

Resistance to light�
The color and gloss do not change 
when exposed to sunlight�

Sign of the European Packaging 
Recycling and Disposal Standard 
(20-corrugated cardboard)

Wear resistance when moving 
furniture

Maximum temperature of the 
underfloor heating system must 
not exceed 28° C

Kastamonu uses a patented 
licensed technology of the 
connecting click

Shockproof
High resistance to various 
mechanical damages

Certificate of conformity certifying 
compliance with requirements of 
Federal Law No� 123 «Technical Regu-
lations on Fire Safety Requirements»

Resistance to high temperatures 
(for example, unextinguished 
cigarette)

Efi class - fire hazard classification 
of flooring materials Environmentally friendly Antistatic (does not attract dust)

Hygienic, does not require special 
care, easy-to-clean, just sweep or 
wipe with a mop�

E1 class - guarantees low 
formaldehyde content in the plate 
material

Glue-free system for assembling 
and disassembling of the click

Good thermal conductivity� 
Compatible with the «heated 
floors» system

Stain-resistant
DL class - guarantees the absence 
of pentachlorophenol in the 
finished product

High-density fiberboard (HDF) 
base

Confirmation of availability of IMS certificates  certifying compliance 
with standarts of EN ISO 9001, EN ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001, 
registration numbers of certificates and name of the certification 
authority having issued the certificate

Installation instructions
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SALES OFFICE

KASTAMONU MARKETING AND TRADE LLC 
117638, Russia, Moscow, Odesskaya street, 2 block A,  
Business center «Lotus»

Tel: +7 495 785 77 30

e-mail: sales@keas.ru

FACTORY 

KASTAMONU INTERGRATED WOOD INDUSTRY LLC 
423600, Russian Federation, Tatarstan Republic, Elabuga district,  
SH-3 Street (SEZ Alabuga territory), building 3/3

Tel: +7 85557 5 31 00

e-mail: info@keas.ru

www�kastamonu�ru


